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Abstract: The interface of multi-stage micro-pipeline sections 

building continuous micro-pipelines is defined and analyzed. As 

the multi-stage micro-pipeline sections have own memory, such 

micro-pipelines don’t need additional registers. In these 

conditions there is pipeline asynchronous protocol and 

implementing control unit synthesized. The protocol’s operation 

is shown in cases, arising from combined work of neighbor multi-

stage micro-pipeline sections. Possible problems of combining 

one- and multi-stage sections are indicated. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION 

 Micro-pipelines contain consecutively connected micro-

pipeline sections which structure is made of register and logic 

(for example [6÷18] or another). The register supports the 

data and the logic implements the necessary computations, but 

it is not required. If the delays describing the particular 

sections are relatively the same, there is common control and 

the micro-pipeline is defined as synchronous. If the delays are 

significantly different, the control is distributed and the micro-

pipeline is determined as asynchronous. After every 

registration impulse new data enters and is processed at 

certain section in the both types of micro-pipelines.  So after 

each impulse the intermediate results are moving from section 

to section. In these terms the micro-pipeline sections in such 

kind of pipelines are defined as one-stage. The stage period at 

particular sections is set by the switching time of the logic. 

 Data shifting from section to section in asynchronous 

micro-pipelines of mentioned type is implemented after the 

hand-shake principle, in 2-phase or 4-phase protocol. The 

protocol is realized by control block, containing some version 

of well-known Mueller C-element [5÷18]. The nature of 

control is asynchronous because the shifting of current results 

to the next section is possible only if the last is not busy. This 

is the main reason such type of micro-pipelines to be defined 

as asynchronous. 

 Micro-pipeline sections (MPS) with internal feedback are 

presented in [1÷4]. These sections implement iterative 

computations and are designed as synchronous devices. They 

work as synchronous because of local clock. Such micro-

pipeline sections can be determined as multi-stage on account 

of the internal (local) clock. The delays generated from these 

sections are significantly different amongst themselves, as 

well as compared to the delays from one-stage sections, so as 

devices they can be included only in asynchronous micro-

pipelines. As the multi-stage micro-pipeline sections have 

their own memory, the micro-pipelines with such sections 

don’t need additional pipeline registers. This paper presents 

the interface of this kind of multi-stage micro-pipeline 

sections and the control possibility with serial inclusion. 

II.  MULTI-STAGE MICRO-PIPELINE SECTION 

 Micro-pipeline sections with internal feedback can be 

presented by the following general structure: 
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Figure 1  Structure of multi-stage micro-pipeline section 

 The structure contains three basic elements – register file 

(Register File), which consists of one or more registers 

(pipeline fixers) and set of combinatorial logic (Operation 

Logic) implementing necessary computations. The main 

characteristic of this structure is the internal feedback. The 

third element (Control) is integral part of such sections and 

realizes their internal control. Some of the tasks of the internal 

control will be discussed in this paper. The most important 

function of the internal control is to carry out the 

communication between sections and to process and generate 

the respective signals (Status Signals, Control Signals). 

 Multi-stage micro-pipeline sections are intended to 

implement various types of cyclic algorithmic structures. The 

iterative computations carried by such sections lead to long 

detention of the main computational process, which allows 

them to be defined as very asynchronous regarding to it. 

 Micro-pipeline sections of presented type can be stable in 

one of the next three states: 

1. “Free” state. It means that the result of computations 

in the current section k is sent through the output bus DataOut 

to the next section k+1 and the last confirm the reception. In 

this state the logic connections in the structure are determined 

so the section is ready for the next start. In these terms, the 

state “Free” is the information necessary to section k-1, 

because there is no sense to be started if the next is not free; 
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2. “Busy” state. Current section k is in this state during 

the implemented cyclic computations. At this time the input 

data bus DataIn is switched off and the data on it does not 

have any impact on its structure. The data on its output bus 

DataOut is not valid so it shouldn’t be accepted and used by 

the next section; 

3. “Ready” state. It is alternative to the previous state. It 

occurs in the current section k when its computations finish 

and the true value of the result are set on the output bus 

DataOut. In this state the section supports the obtained result 

on the output bus so it is still only there. 

Note: All micro-pipeline sections in certain micro-pipeline 

should be forced to “Free” state after the power 

switching, as well as in other situations that require 

this state. The last is defined as initial or last state for 

the particular section and for the pipeline in general. 

 At the time of the pipeline operation the order of the 

states in each section is as follows: 

... “Free”, “Busy”, “Ready”,  “Free”, “Busy”, “Ready”,  ... 
 

States in which every section of the micro-pipeline could be 

are declared by the following signals (signals of SS type): 

1. Signal kF  (Free). It is produced after switching of the 

section in “Free” state. This signal is conditionally directed to 

the back, i.e. to the previous section k-1; 

2. Signal kB  (Busy). It is produced after switching of the 

section in “Busy” state. The signal is directed to the back as 

well; 

3. Signal kR  (Ready). This signal is produced after 

switching of the section in “Ready” state. It is conditionally 

directed to the front, i.e. to the next section k+1. 

III.  CONSECUTIVE INCLUSION OF MULTI-

STAGE MICRO-PIPELINE SECTIONS 

 Multi-stage micro-pipeline sections are included in exact 

sequence according on the current algorithm. In order to the 

pipeline organization there is certain control required, 

depending on the signals SS and CS. The control of the 

connection between each pair neighbor sections is assigned to 

control automation (CA) which must recognize the states of 

the both sections and to manage their dialogue. In other 

words, this automation has to synchronize the common work 

of two neighbor sections using signals of SS type and in 

response to produce the necessary CS-signals (Figure 1). In 

conformity with Section 1, the pipeline automation should be 

asynchronous. Figure 2 presents pipeline from the discussed 

type.  

 As it seen from the figure, the control automation CA 

generates two control signals: 
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Figure 2  Micro-pipeline with multi-stage sections 

1. Signal 1+kG  (Go). With this signal the automation 

starts computations into the next micro-pipeline section, i.e. 

the signal is directed to the front. The emission of this signal 

must be possible only if the previous section is in “Ready” 

state and next – in “Free” state. This is situation in which the 

previous section finished its computations and supports the 

results on the output bus. At the same time the next section is 

free and waits for new data; 

2. Signal kA  (Acknowledgement). With this signal the 

automation informs the previous section that transferred data 

is successfully received by the next one. The signal is condi-

tionally directed to the back. The previous section must 

announce “Free” state in response. The logic of such state is 

presented as: 

.ARF kkk 1+
∩=                          (3.1) 

     The control automation’s operation is showed by the graph 

at Figure 3. The graph shows that the automation has two 

states. The initial state is marked as S0. In this state the 

automation supports the signal kA  which is a reason for the 

“Free” state of section k. From this state automation is swit-

ched to state S1 only when the two neighbor sections 

complete the required transition condition: 

TrueFR kk =∩
+1 . Once automation is in S1 state it 

produces the signal 1+kG . This signal appears to be initial for 

the next section k+1. 
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Figure 3  Transition graph in CA 

 After section k+1 begin its operation, it passes to “Busy” 

state and forms signal 1+kB . This signal causes the switching 

of the synchronizing automation back to the initial state S0. 

From this state is produced signal kA  which informs the 

previous section about the successful transfer of its data to the 

next section. It is the end of the exchange session at this stage 

of the micro-pipeline. 

 The synthesis of the pipeline automation in terms of the 

transition graph from Figure 3 leads to the principal logic 

structure presented at Figure 4 in two variants: 
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Figure 4  Principal structure of CA 

 The automation is implemented following Moore’s 

structure by one asynchronous RS-Latch flip-flop. Internal 

states of the automation are coded as follows: 

.QS1,QS0 ==                      (3.2) 

So the right input implements signal Go and the inverse input 

– signal Acknowledgement. 

 Because of the different duration of the computations in 

two neighbor sections there are two possible situations for the 

control automation, for example: 

1. Section k+1 is free and waits for the end of section 

k’s computations; 

2. Conversely, the section k is ready and waits for the 

end of computations in section k+1. 

 The time-diagram from Figure 5 shows these two cases of 

the pipeline automation switching. In the first situation (the 

left half) section k+1 waits for the data from section k. The 

automation is in S0 state, waiting for signal kR . 

 In the second case (the right half) section k+1 still works 

while the previous section k finish computations and is in 

“Ready” state at the same time, producing signal kR . With 

this signal the automation is switched to S1 state from the S0 

state. 

 The transitional process corresponding to automation’s 

graph is presented twice – into the left and into the right side 

of the time-diagram at Figure 5 and shows the beginning, 

work, final and repeated start of the micro-pipeline section 

k+1. Analyzing this time-diagram can be concluded that the 

control automation implements 4-phase protocol. 
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Figure 5  Switching of the synchronization automation 

IV.  SYNCHRONIZER 

 For starting the computational process in multi-stage 

micro-pipeline sections [1], [2], [3], [4] is required start 

impulse, conditionally called Enable which must be 

synchronous with the rising edge of the local clock impulses 

and to have duration up to one period. From discussion in 

Section 3 is clear that the parent of the start signal will be the 

asynchronous control automation which generates signal Go. 

This signal is asynchronous regarding to the local clock 

impulses. Thus, there is a task for the signal Go converting 

into signal Enable. 

 The task of converting asynchronous signal into 

synchronous is illustrated by the time-diagram at Figure 6: 
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Figure 6  Time-diagram of synchronization 

 Can be seen that the signal Go appears asynchronously in 

the time of clock impulse from the Clock sequence. The start 

impulse Enable to MPS follows as response. With appearance 

of the Busy signal disappear the signals Go, which is function  

of the pipeline automation, and Enable, which should be 

function of the synchronization schema. Signal Busy 

characterizes the state of the micro-pipeline section, as it was 

described in Section 2. 

 The schema, which implements expressed logic, is 

presented at the following figure:  
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Figure 7  Principal structure of the synchronizer 

 There is dynamic D flip-flop with Edge structure used, 

which is basic approach for synchronization of asynchronous 

signals [15, 19, 20, 21, 22]. Fixing of the signal Go’s logic 

value is made with the rising edge of the clock impulse. If it is 

missed, as it shown at Figure 6, it could be done with the next 

impulse. For reliable fixing there must be restriction on the 

initial asynchronous value. This value should be kept in time 

during the following period: 

,1tTtGo +≥                            (4.1) 

where Got  is the duration of the signal Go; 

     T is the period of signal Clock; 



  1t  is the duration of single impulse into signal Clock. 

 If the signal Go has significantly bigger duration, in the 

name of the necessary duration of Enable signal is used forced 

cleaning of the flip-flop by the Clr (Clear) input. Notice that 

this input is with high priority and if the signal Busy is 

connected to it (Busy is active through all computational 

cycle), the forced keeping of the flip-flop in zero state is 

guarantee for reliability and makes impossible false values of 

the signal Enable.  

 There are two options for the synchronizations schema 

(look Figure 7). The variant A synchronizes by the rising and 

by the falling edge; the variant B synchronizes only by the 

rising edge. In the last variant, because the Enable signal is 

function of the input signal Go, it is the direct reason for its 

disappearance. The synchronizer should be assumed as part of 

the logic of every multi-stage micro-pipeline section. 

V.  CONCLUSION 

 Discussed in this paper type of micro-pipeline sections 

and their serial inclusion in certain micro-pipeline is only one 

special case. As it was told in the beginning, there are 

different types of possible micro-pipeline sections. It is 

possible their serial inclusion in various combinations, for 

example: one-stage section followed by multi-stage section or 

multi-stage section, followed by one-stage. If we consider 

longer sequence, the possible combinations will be more. The 

only one known case, which was mentioned in the 

introduction, corresponds to sequence of one-stage micro-

pipeline sections, where the control automation is based on 

Mueller C-element. 

 While one-stage sections are served only by two signals, 

usually called Request and Acknowledgment, for the multi-

stage sections is defined a few possible signals. However, 

knowing the structure of the multi-stage sections we can claim 

that there are preconditions for other interpretations, as well as 

for possibilities for generalization. Admitting the mentioned 

combinations of serial arrangement, it will lead to necessity of 

different kinds of control automation. Of course, these 

possibilities are topic of future work. 
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